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The design and implementation of a novel dynamic calibration technique for shear-

stress sensors is presented. This technique utilizes the oscillating wall shear stress

generated by a traveling acoustic wave as a known input to the shear-stress sensor. A

silicon-micromachined, oating-element shear stress sensor has been dynamically cal-

ibrated up to 4 kHz using this method. This data represents the �rst broad-band,

experimental veri�cation of the dynamic response of a shear-stress sensor.

Introduction

The measurement of shear-stress uctuations in a
turbulent boundary layer is of vital importance to the
uid mechanics community, because it provides im-
portant information about ow phenomena, including
viscous drag, transition to turbulence, and ow sep-
aration.1 To accurately capture the spectrum of the
turbulent shear-stress uctuations, the measurement
device must possess a large usable bandwidth and
the spatial dimensions of the device must be smaller
than the turbulent structures to be measured. The
spatial length scales of interest are typically on the or-
der of a hundred microns and the required bandwidth
is in excess of 10 kHz.2 The stringent spatial and
temporal resolution requirements naturally point to
a microfabricated transducer as a means of achieving
this level of performance, and a number of researchers
have demonstrated device designs aimed at meeting
this goal [2-13]. Existing wall shear stress sensors can
be grouped by measurement method into two distinct
classes, direct techniques such as oating element type
devices)2, 3, 5, 6, 9{11 or indirect techniques such as hot
wires or hot �lms.4, 6{8, 12, 13

For turbulence measurements, it is desirable that
the shear-stress sensor possess an optimally-at, unity-
gain, minimum-phase frequency response function.
Such characteristics are necessary to minimize the un-
certainty in correlation and spectral analysis data.
The actual dynamic response, however, will be band-
limited because of the inherent compliance, inertance,
and dissipation of the measurement system. For direct
measurement techniques, either the uidic damping
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or the resonant frequency associated with the oat-
ing element structure de�nes the usable bandwidth.
In thermal systems, the bandwidth is usually lim-
ited by the thermal inertia of the sensing element.
In addition, the dynamic response of thermal sen-
sors is complicated by the frequency-dependent heat
conduction into the supporting structure (i.e., sub-
strate14, 15 or membrane7 for hot �lms and prongs for
hot wires8, 16) which creates a low-frequency roll-o�
in the gain factor of the frequency response function,
as well as a corresponding frequency-dependent phase
lag. The di�culties associated with the modeling of
time-resolved microscale phenomena, uidic damping
for oating elements and the conjugated heat-transfer
problem for thermal sensors, precludes the accurate
prediction of the frequency response function for both
classes of shear-stress sensors. Therefore, it is neces-
sary to characterize the frequency response function
of the sensor via in-situ dynamic calibration. Unfor-
tunately, obtaining a known broadband shear-stress
input for direct dynamic calibration is di�cult in prac-
tice. Recently, a technique has been reported which
calibrates shear-stress sensors using acoustically gen-
erated Stokes waves at various frequencies within a
at-plate boundary layer.17 The Stokes wave is gen-
erated in the wind tunnel test section at a given fre-
quency within a pre-determined range via an array of
nine speakers. The shear stress on the surface is cal-
culated using a hot-wire velocity measurement at the
same streamwise location as the surface-mounted sen-
sor. This method has been used over a frequency range
from 50 Hz to 3:0 kHz. This technique is very use-
ful for absolute calibrations, but it requires a dedicated
wind-tunnel facility out�tted with a speaker array and
is ultimately band-limited due to measurement spatial
resolution within the Stokes layer velocity pro�le (i.e.,
�(f) � 6:5(�=2�f)1=2,18 �(3 kHz) � 183 �m).

This paper presents the development of a self-
contained acoustic plane wave generator which pro-
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Fig. 1 Schematic of acoustic-wave particle motion

near the wall.

vides a known sinusoidal shear input to a shear-stress
sensor. In this calibration technique, the sinusoidal
shear stress is inferred from the cylindrical Stokes layer
solution for a plane acoustic wave traveling in a circu-
lar duct. The theoretical aspects of this technique are
discussed and representative calibration results from a
oating-element sensor presented.

Background

The dynamic response of a general shear-stress sen-
sor system is band-limited because of the various
modes of energy storage and dissipation inherent in
the system. Assuming that the shear-stress sensor can
be modeled as a linear, time-invariant system over a
range of shear stress, dynamic calibration is possible,
provided that a known sinusoidal shear input can be
produced.19, 20 In this section, the theoretical basis
for dynamically calibrating linear shear-stress sensors
via Stokes layer excitation in a cylindrical duct is pre-
sented.

Stokes Layer Excitation

The basic principle of this technique relies on the
fact that the particle velocity of acoustic waves must
equal zero at the duct wall. The consequence of
the no-slip boundary condition is the generation of a
frequency-dependent boundary layer (�(f)) and wall-
shear stress (�(f))18 (see Figure 1). For the case of
purely-traveling plane waves in a duct with no mean
ow, the linearized perturbation equation for the com-
pressible momentum conservation law in the axial di-
rection reduces to the classic problem of a duct-ow
driven by an oscillating pressure gradient. The solu-
tion to this problem indicates that the magnitude of
the shear-stress is directly proportional to the product
of the pressure magnitude and the square-root of the
excitation frequency.18

The problem of duct-ow driven by an oscillating
pressure gradient was originally investigated experi-
mentally by Richardson and Tyler (1929)21 then solved
analytically by Sexl (1930).22 This problem is also dis-
cussed in White (1974).18 Assuming an axial velocity,
u(r; t), where r is the radial coordinate, the di�erential
form of the momentum conservation law in the axial
direction, z is

@u

@t
= �1

�

@p

@z
e|2�ft + �

@2u

@r2
+ �

1

r

@u

@r
; (1)

where, � is the density, � is the kinematic viscosity, and
@p
@z

is the magnitude of the oscillating pressure gra-
dient. Assuming a harmonic solution, the boundary
conditions to the problem consist of a �nite velocity
at the tube center and the no-slip condition at the
tube wall, r = R,

u(0; t) <1 and u(R; t) = 0: (2)

The solution of Equation (1) for the particle velocity,
u, is
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where, I0 is the zeroth-order, modi�ed Bessel func-
tion23 and � is the uid viscosity. The corresponding
wall shear stress induced by the oscillating pressure
gradient is
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If the oscillating pressure gradient is driven by a plane,
purely-traveling (in positive z-direction only), acoustic
wave,

p = p0e|(2�ft�kz); (5)

then the pressure gradient can be expressed as

e|2�ft
@p

@z
=
�|2�f

c
p0e|(2�ft�kz); (6)

where, p0 is the magnitude of the pressure uctuation,
c is the speed of sound, and k is the axial wave number,
k = 2�f=c. Combining Equations (3), (4), and (6) re-
sults in the particle velocity and shear stress generated
by a purely-traveling acoustic wave in a circular duct,
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p0e|(2�ft�kz)
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Equation (8) indicates that the magnitude of the os-
cillating shear-stress is directly proportional to the
product of the acoustic pressure magnitude and the
square-root of the excitation frequency.
The validity of this solution will breakdown at

higher frequencies, where the assumption of plane-
wave propagation is no longer valid. In addition to the
plane-wave, propagating in axial direction possessing
uniform transverse wavefronts, there are higher-order
wave modes which reect back and forth from the duct
walls (see, for example,24). Therefore, the frequency
bandwidth over which the above solution is valid is
dependent on the acoustic waveguide characteristics
of the tube.
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Plane Wave Propagation in a Tube

The propagation of higher-order modes in a cylin-
drical duct with zero mean ow is governed by the
wave equation for simple harmonic waves (see, for ex-
ample,24),

r2p0 +

�
2�f

c

�2

p0 = 0: (9)

For a circular duct of radius R, the eigenfunctions in
cylindrical coordinates are

p(r; �; z; t) = p0e|(2�ft�kmnz) cos(m�)Jm

�
�qmnr

R

�
;

(10)
where, Jm is the Bessel function of order m23 and
�qmn=R is the corresponding eigenvalue1. If the walls
of the tube are assumed to be rigid, the resulting eigen-
value problem is

J 0m
�
�qmn

�
= 0; (11)

where, the prime denotes di�erentiation with respect
to the radial coordinate. The (m;n)th mode has m
plane modal surfaces that extend radially outward
from center axis and n cylindrical nodes that are con-
centric about the axis. The corresponding wavenum-
ber is

kmn =

s�
2�f

c

�2

�
�
�qmn

R

�2

: (12)

When kmn is real, Equation (10) represents traveling
waves, axially propagating in the positive z-direction.
If kmn is imaginary, then the mode is evanescent, ex-
ponentially decaying as it propagates in the positive
z-direction. The fundamental mode, (0,0) has a zero
characteristic value and is thus a plane wave. The
�rst higher-order mode that becomes propagational
(non-evanescent) is the (1,0) mode or �rst \spinning"
mode. Characteristic value associated with (1,0) is
q10 = :5861 and the corresponding frequency is24

fco =
:2931c

R
: (13)

This value represents the upper limit or cut-o� fre-
quency for the validity for Equation (8) in a tube of
radius R. For example, the cut-o� frequency for a
0:5 m-radius tube is � 200 Hz.

Experimental Apparatus

The experimental study was performed in the Fluid
Dynamics Research Laboratory at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. A plane-wave tube capable
of generating purely-traveling, plane acoustic waves
was designed and fabricated. Two series of tests were
conducted, one to characterize the response of the
plane-wave tube, the other to demonstrate the Stokes-
layer dynamic calibration technique by calibrating a
oating-element shear-stress sensor.

1For m 6= 0, there are actually two eigenfunctions for a given

frequency, cos(m�) and sin(m�).24
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Fig. 2 Schematic of plane-wave tube apparatus

used for generating an oscillating shear stress.

Plane Wave Tube

The experimental apparatus used to generate the
oscillating Stokes layer, a plane wave tube is shown
in Figure 2. The setup includes a 6-foot long, 200-
diameter, 1=800-thick, circular acrylic tube with a
speaker driver (JBL 2446J27) attached at one opening
and a conical foam section (HyFonic, 80 ppi, Stephen-
son & Lawyer, Inc.) �lling the other end. A Stanford
Research Systems SR 830 Lock-In Ampli�er provided
a sinusoidal input to a Crown DC-300A Series II am-
pli�er which in turn drove the speaker. The conical
foam section prevented acoustic reections by dissipat-
ing the incident traveling waves. An 1=800 microphone
(B&K 4138 attached to a B&K 2633 preampli�er) and
shear-stress sensor were ush mounted at an axial lo-
cation 1500 from the speaker driver, 180� opposite one
another. The signals from the microphone and shear-
stress sensor were recorded by the lock-in ampli�er.

As discussed in x2.2, the wave-guide transmission
properties of the circular tube determine the prop-
agation characteristics of the acoustic modes. The
bandwidth of the calibrator is thus determined by the
low-frequency cut-o� of the tube, which is de�ned
by the frequency of the �rst propagating non-planar
acoustic mode. The low-frequency cut-o� for our tube
geometry is � 4 kHz (Equation (13)). The speaker
driver will generate higher-order modes, so it is impor-
tant to locate the shear-stress sensor and microphone
a distance greater than �=6 (� = c=f) downstream of
the speaker to ensure measurement of non-evanescent,
propagating modes. Proper termination of the plane
waves with the foam insert is crucial to prevent wave
reections, which in turn would invalidate the Stokes
layer relationship between pressure and shear stress
(Equation (8)). Speci�cally, wave reections at the
tube end will result in a combination of traveling and
standing acoustic waves producing nodes and anti-
nodes, as well as a phase shift between the particle
velocity and the pressure uctuation.
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Fig. 3 Schematics of both the top and cross-

sectional views of the shear-stress sensor.

Floating-Element Sensor

We have previously reported the detailed design and
fabrication of this sensor.9, 11 The sensor is comprised
of a 500 �m�500 �m, square silicon oating element of
7 �m thickness which is suspended one micron above
the surface of a silicon wafer by four silicon tethers that
are 500 �m long, 7 �m wide, and 7 �m thick (see Fig-
ure 3). Photodiodes are integrated into the substrate
under the oating element at the leading and trailing
edge. A modulated light source (7 mW , 670 nm laser
diode) illuminates the element from above such that a
di�erential photocurrent is produced which is directly
proportional to the lateral displacement of the element
and hence the shear stress. The photocurrent is con-
verted to voltage via a SR 570 current preampli�er.

The photodiode transduction scheme was selected af-
ter consideration of a variety of sensing schemes which
we have previously implemented.3, 5, 6 This scheme
yields a highly sensitive measurement which does not
require integration of detection electronics and is sub-
stantially insensitive to environmental e�ects such as
EMI and stray charging when compared with higher-
impedance transduction techniques such as capacitive
detection.

As previously reported, static calibrations demon-
strate the linearity of this device over a shear-stress
range of 0:0014 Pa to 10 Pa (see Figure 4).9 This data
indicates that the sensor responds linearly to within
�1 %. In addition, the device has demonstrated min-
imal drifts in sensitivity.25 Qualitative spectra from
this sensor spectra indicate a bandwidth in excess of
10 kHz.11 The noise oor of the sensor is 0:0004 Pa.
The actual characteristics of the frequency response
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Fig. 4 Static calibration of a 500 �m�500 �m�7 �m

oating-element shear-stress sensor.

function, however, are presently unknown. Therefore,
in order to use this device to obtain quantitative tur-
bulence information the e�ects of the inherent mass,
compliance, and dissipation of the oating-element
structure on the dynamic response must be charac-
terized. In the case of our oating-element sensor, the
static calibration data and the stability of the system
lead to the assumption that the micromachined shear
stress sensor is a linear, time-invariant system. There-
fore, the frequency response function, H(!), can be
obtained by providing the system with a known in-
put and observing the output. In this experiment, the
known shear-stress, �St(!), is obtained via Equation
(8) and the measured shear-stress is obtained by divid-
ing the sensor voltage, V (!), by the static sensitivity

, @V
@�

(see Figure 4),

H(!) =
V (!)

�St(!)

@�

@V
: (14)

Experimental Results

Because the magnitude of the shear-stress is propor-
tional to the product of the acoustic pressure and the
square-root of the excitation frequency (see Equation
(8)), it was necessary to drive the speaker at approx-
imately 150 dB to ensure a measurable signal (e.g.,
> 0:0004 Pa) at the lower frequencies. Figure 5 shows
the dynamic response of the MIT speaker/plane-wave
tube system plotted versus the JBL factory speci�ca-
tions.27 The response monotonically increases from
100 Hz to 1 kHz and then monotonically decreases
with increasing frequency. The presence of a notch at
600Hz corresponds with a resonant structural mode of
the acrylic tube. At resonance, a portion of the acous-
tic energy radiated by the speaker drives the structural
vibration of the tube rather than propagating down-
stream. As a result, the microphone measures a lower
sound pressure level. After the structural resonance,
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the JBL speci�cations and our measured results are in
agreement to within �1 dB up to the cut-o� frequency
for the (1,0) mode, � 4 kHz. Based on this �gure, the
Stokes layer dynamic calibration will be valid over the
frequency range 700 Hz to 4 kHz.

The shear-stress sensor output voltage for a sinu-
soidal pressure sweep at nominally 150 dB is shown in
Figure 6. The sensor output exhibits a square-root
dependence on frequency as predicted by Equation
(8). It is evident that the sensor is responding to
shear stress and not pressure, since the square-root fre-
quency dependence dominates the variation in sound
pressure level shown in Figure 5. The sensitivity of
the shear-stress sensor to pressure was further tested
by rotating the sensor 90� to the axial direction. The
sensor displayed negligible sensitivity to acoustic forc-
ing at 150 dB. Finally, the voltage output of the sensor
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tube
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Fig. 7 A bode plot showing the magnitude of the

shear-stress sensor frequency response function in

dB as a function of frequency for a 500�m sensor.

displays square-root frequency well beyond the onset
of the �rst higher-order mode. At frequencies greater
than 4 kHz, the wavefront will consist of other modes
in addition to the fundamental. Although, Equation
(8) is invalid in this region, the sensor appears to be
responding to shear-stress up to at least 10 kHz

The magnitude of the shear-stress sensor frequency
response function (Equation 14) is shown in Figure
7. Ideally, the response should be 0 dB. In Figure
7, the response is between 0 dB and 5 dB over the
frequency range of 700 Hz to 4 kHz. The positive
shift in response is most likely due to the Stokes layer
solution under-predicting the actual shear stress due
to the acoustic wave. This under-prediction could be
associated with tube vibration which would increase
the uncertainty in modeling the problem with Equa-
tion 1. In particular, an additional term accounting
for the radial wall velocity would be necessary and a
compliant boundary condition would be necessary for
the plane-wave eigenvalue problem (Equation 11).

Conclusions

Direct, in-situ dynamic calibration of a shear-stress
sensor has been achieved. This technique uses plane,
purely-traveling, acoustic waves to generate an os-
cillating shear stress. The theoretical and practical
aspects of this technique are presented. A plane-wave
tube apparatus was constructed and a oating-element
shear-stress sensor calibrated. According to the the-
oretical design, the calibration indicates a nominally
at sensor response up 4 kHz, the frequency cut-o�
of the derived pressure-shear relationship. Based on
the square-root frequency scaling of oscillating shear-
stress, this sensor demonstrates a qualitative response
to at least 10 kHz.

Future work in this area will focus on improving the
accuracy and bandwidth of the Stokes layer calibra-
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tion technique. Speci�cally, a smaller-area rectangular
duct with better vibration isolation will be investi-
gated. The ultimate goal is to extend this broadband
technique to a variable-mean duct ow.
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